
TEAM STATS
Avalanche

Shots: 27

Power Play: 0-2

Penalty Kill: 3-3

Faceoffs: 40%

Golden Knights

Shots: 29

Power Play: 0-3

Penalty Kill: 2-2

Faceoffs: 60%

THREE STARS
First Star
Reilly Smith
1 point (1g) 

Second Star
Chandler Stephenson
2 points (1g/1a)

Third Star
Darcy Kuemper
26 saves

TEAM NOTES
Tonight’s game was the first of three meetings between the Avs and Golden Knights this season and the only 
one to take place in Denver. Colorado plays at Vegas on Dec. 27 and Feb. 26 to close out the three-game series.

Colorado’s faceoff win percentage (60%) is a season high.

INDIVIDUAL NOTES
Bowen Byram tallied an assist and now has five points (1g/4a) this season, pacing all Avalanche defensemen and 
tied for second among NHL rookies in scoring. 

Byram also skated in a career-high 26:07. Since the 2005-06 season, only three other Avalanche rookies (four 
occurrences) have registered 26+ minutes of ice time: Tyson Barrie (28:48 on April 26, 2013 at Phoenix), Cale 
Makar (2x - 27:45 on Nov. 23, 2019 vs. Toronto and 26:21 on Feb. 22, 2020 at Los Angeles) and Jonas Holos 
(27:22 on Oct. 23, 2010 vs. Los Angeles).

Nathan MacKinnon tallied an assist to extend his point streak to four games. He has recorded at least a point in 
each game he has played this season since entering the lineup on Oct. 19 and has totaled six points (1g/5a) in 
that span. MacKinnon also finished with four blocked shots, his most in a game since Oct. 16, 2015 (6). 

QUOTES
Colorado LW Gabriel Landeskog
On Tonight’s Game: “We were a little sluggish tonight to start the game. We weren’t trying to be. You know, you 
are always trying to have a good start, especially [on] home ice, but for whatever reason, we were a little sluggish 
in the first period and second and third got a lot better. And you don’t want to give up one when you are on the 
power play for example. I mean, that shouldn’t happen.”

On Playing Against Vegas: “It’s a new season. Obviously they are an opponent we are going to need to beat, you 
know, simple as that, but it’s a new hockey season.”

On Colorado D Jack Johnson’s Penalties: “They gave him five minutes and game for interference. It looked to me 
like (Vegas RW Keegan) Kolesar had the puck and it was about as clean as a hit as you can make of one, but it 
is what it is. We can’t control the refs and they make the judgment and that’s that.”

Colorado D Cale Makar
On The Avs’ Start: “I think for us it just starts from the back end. At the beginning of the game, especially myself, 
just getting beat to every puck in the D-zone and when that happens, you tire yourself out. You’re not working 
to get it in to the offensive zone and create chances for ourselves, so when we’re not good defensively, I think it 
shows on the offensive side of the game. But tonight, I just thought we were slow off the get-go and then as the 
back end kind of picked it up in the third, but that’s how we need to start every night.”

On The Avs’ Injuries: “Obviously we’ve gone through situations like this in the beginning of the season already and 
even last year so as a D-core, having one guy go down is just about managing shift lengths, trying to keep them 
short and just make sure everyone is fresh when they get out there and not too tired. But we have a lot of good guys 
on the backend, so I know that injury wise, we can definitely pick up the slack for one guy unfortunately being out.”
On Tonight’s Game: “I think we started creating more in the third period. But that just goes back to the fact that 
we need to start the game like that and like I said, it all starts from the backend and us being able to get pucks 
to the forwards and not wasting all of our energy in the D-zone, so we can have that energy to buzz around the 
O-zone and create those chances. So, yeah for us, it all started in the D-zone tonight I think.”
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Vegas C Chandler Stephenson
On Tonight’s Game: “We just played really good defensively. That’s Vegas hockey, how we played tonight.”
 
On Injuries: “Obviously we got to roll with the punches. It’s the cards we are dealt right now, and it’s tough but I think tonight’s a big stepping stone 
and something to build off.”
 
Vegas D Brayden McNabb
On Holding The Lead: “Yeah it’s very important. We got a lot of new guys and it builds confidence in the group. It shows us that if we play the right 
way, we can win games”
 
On Vegas’ First Goal: “It’s huge, you always want to start that way. I thought we started great. It was great to get that goal, but we played very well 
with our systems and details. It’s something to move on from and use it to our advantage going forward.”
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